FITTING GUIDE - RIGHT HAND SILL TANK 110/130

STEP 1 - RIGHT HAND SILL TANK 110/130
The brackets are designed to fit to pre existing holes in the chassis, however given the “high precision” and meticulous build quality that Land Rover Defender is known for, you may find some variations between these instructions and the underside of your truck. Some will have a gearbox mount
bolt (4) that will need to be temporarily removed when passed through the chassis mounting bracket. This mount has a crush tube in the chassis and so can be replaced at the same torque setting.
STEP 1:
Fit the large chassis mounting bracket to the outside of the chassis rail, forward from the outrigger.
Fit bolts through the holes marked below as 1 and any two of the holes marked 2, 3, 4 or 5.
With all of the other holes, be very careful not to crush the chassis when tightening the nuts onto
the bolts. MAX TORQUE 8NM.

For 110 only, check you have the hole marked at A on the above diagram, rearwards of the outrigger. Some 110’s don’t! The hole is about 408mm rearwards of the middle of the rear strap nook,
and 25mm upwards from the lower edge of the chassis rail, and will need to be drilled to 10mm.

STEP 1 CONTINUED - RIGHT HAND SILL TANK 110/130
STEP 1 CONTINUED (for 130 only, 110 proceed to STEP 2):
Now fit the middle chassis bracket between the two outriggers. Fit bolts through B, C and D. Shim
with washers or spacers (e.g. a 12mm nut and washers, as in the picture below, is genetally perfect) to achieve the required centre strap spacings of 501mm from the next strap as seen at B in
the diagram below (may vary +/- ~3mm either way on your truck).
Check you have the hole marked at A on the below diagram, rearwards of the forward outrigger.
Some 130’s don’t! The hole is about 338mm (+/-3mm) rearwards of the middle of the rear strap
nook and 25mm upwards from the lower edge of the chassis rail. Drill to 10mm.

SETP 2 - RIGHT HAND SILL TANK 110/130
STEP 2:
Prepare the lower sill panel mounts for fitment of the fixing hardware provided with your tank.
The small L shaped bracket connecting the sill
panel to the vehicle underside will need to be
removed completely and will not be replaced.
Fold back or remove the tab on the sill panel as
seen in the photo to the left.
Widen the hole on the mounting tab to suit a
10mm bolt and then place the folded tab nut
over the now exposed tab.
Offer up the sill bracket and loosely fit the 10mm
bolt (Allen key head).
Fit the two 8mm bolts loosely through the front
two holes along the understide sill mount and
into the supplied square tab nuts.
Temporarily tighten these to hold the bracket
in position while drilling the remaining rear two
holes.
Drill out the two rear 8mm holes, using the sill
bracket as a template.
Fit the rear 8mm bolts in the holes you’ve just
drilled. It’s easier to loosen the front two bolts
so you can reach behind the sill bracket and
position the square tab nuts.
Once all four bolts are started, they can be fully
tightened.
Be patient when drilling the 8mm holes in the vechile underside sill brace. The holes should only
be drilled on the inside face of the brace, as seen in the first picture.

STEPS 3 & 4 - RIGHT HAND SILL TANK 110/130
STEP 3:
For 130:
Fit the middle sill bracket. Measure back 501mm from the now fitted front sill bracket’s strap centre,
which is the 10mm captive nut (see the image below).
Mark the position of the middle bracket and drill new holes if they aren’t already there or wrongly
positioned on your Defender, in order to obtain the correct strap spacing. Fit the middle bracket.
Fit the rear sill bracket, measuring back 338mm from the middle strap centre which is the 10mm
captive nut. Drill required holes to ensure the 10mm strap mounting bolt is in the right position.
For 110:
Fit the rear sill bracket, measuring back
408mm from the front strap centre which is the
10mm captive nut (see the image below). On
some Defenders there will be an 8mm hole
in the right spot and you will have to drill the
other. Otherwise drill both holes to ensure
the 10mm strap mounting bolt is in the right
position.

STEP 4:
Fix all hose fittings and tape down the cut up
pool noodle to the top of the tank. This will help
keep things neat when lifting the tank.
Some of the brass inserts may be blanked off.
If needed, drill out, then thoroughly clean the
inside of the tank of any resulting debris.
The breather hose is left unconnected deliberately on the upstream side of the T junction as the
breather hose will need to be fed over the top of the outrigger which the tank sits beneath.

STEPS 5, 6 & 7 - RIGHT HAND SILL TANK 110/130
STEP 5:
Lift the tank sufficiently to complete plumbing and electrical. It can be a good idea to affix the
transfer pump at this stage if this is the style of system you’ll be putting in.
Some good methods to lift the tank involve the use of trolley jacks with timber blocks for clearance,
or a motorbike jack/stand.
STEP 6:
Lift the tank further into position and fit the straps. The straps or tank may need to be levered inwards towards the chassis rail in order to get the strap bolts located.
When fitting the rear strap, insert the 10mm bolt from the inside of the chasis, and use Loctite.
Again, be very careful to not crush the chassis. 8NM torque max.
STEP 7:
Protect the tank with rubber buffers in areas where it might rub against the vehicle. Cut sections of
spare breather hose is perfect for this. Key areas include at the straps hook onto the chassis, and
along the sills where the front strap meets the sill bracket. See the pictures below for reference.

PARTS GUIDE - RIGHT HAND SILL TANK 110/130
FUEL SUPPLY:
Supply hose; 8mm fuel hose, hose clamps to
suit.
Breather hose; 12mm fuel hose, hose clamps to
suit.
Filler hose; 50mm fuel hose, or can use 38mm,
hose clamps to suit.
Supply to fuel pump or selector valve, two
options;
1.

1/4” BSP elbow with 8mm hose tail, with
brazed on steel pick up tube, enter from 		
top of tank at rear.

OR
2.

3/8 BSP elbow with 8mm hose tail or 		
simply take from the drain point.

FUEL RETURN:
(If set up as a fully separate fuel system)
1/4” BSP elbow to 8mm hose tail, return via top
of tank at rear.
BREATHERS:
3/8 BSP elbow with 12mm hose tail X 2
12mm brass “T”
DRAIN PLUG:
(If using the 1st supply option above)
3/8 BSP flush mount plug, allen key type.
FILLER:
2” BSP gal threaded elbow
2” BSP with 50mm hose tail, can be nylon.

FITMENT SUGGESTIONS:

